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ASUNM Senate Vote
Strips Senator of Duties
Cathy Renfro

Mike Austin, also ASUNM
president, as the organization's .·
The ASUNM Senate Wednesday director.
censured one of its members, efMaddy was quoted as saying '"I
fectively removing his Senate think the association has made a
privileges and duties for the wise move by removing Mike
remaining three weeks of his term.
Austin as director,''' in the March 1
The Senate also passed a 1982-83 issue of the Round Upi the New
budget, which includes funding for Mexico State University campus
newspaper. The remark was made
student organizations.
Sen. Angela Silva moved to in reference. to the Feb. 27 ASNM
censure Sen. Eric Maddy for vote removing Austin.
remarks he made while attending an
ASUNM law states grounds for
Associated.Students ofNew Me~ico censure are: "Violations of law,
trust, willful neglect of office, gross
meeting in Las Cruces Feb. 26.
ASUNM Vice President Bill and flagrant incompetence,
Littlefield, the· Senate president, ungentlemanly behavior or
said he could not reach Maddy to discrediting the Senate as a whole,
inform him of the charges. Maddy negligence, abuse of parliamentary
procedure or rights, repeated
was not present at the meeting.
According to Silva's complaint failure to attend Senate meetings,
affidavit, Maddy's statements were Senate committee meetings or
detrimental to ASUNM and executive meetings by senatorviolated ASUNM law.
s, . . . and other errs the Senate
Her affidavit said Maddy's may see fh to designate as violation
statements injured the reputation of of the trust of the students or oath
certain ASUNM officials and of office."
members at the ASNM meeting,
The complaint said Maddy acted
According to the minutes of the with malice while presenting
ASNM meeting, Maddy agreed himself "as an official represenwith ASNM's decision to replace
continued on page 5

Peruvian Educators To Study
In UNM Education Program
A six-month contract to train 12
Peruvian educators in planning,
evaluation, administration and
educational technology has been
awarded to the University of New
Mexico's Latin American Programs
in Education by the U.S. Agency
for International Development and
the Peruvian government.
Dr. Manuel Justiz, LAPE
director, said the $64,579 contract
is the first out-of-country training
project funded by AID-Peru since
1977. The 1977 project was also
awarded to LAPE.
"We're extremely pleased to
receive this group of Peruvians into
our training program," Justiz said.
.. UNM is highly regarded in Peru
and the awarding of this contract is
an indication of that. It also
provides the University an unusual
opportunity to maintain high
visibility with AID when other
programs are experiencing cuts in
federal funding.''
Dr. Ron Blood of the lJNM
educational administration
department said the arrival of the
Peruvians brings to 56 the number
of Latin American educators
studying full time at UNM.
''We have 44 educators from

throughout Latin America enrolled
in our master's degree program in
education administration that is
designed specifically for Latin
Americans," Blood said. He said
19 courses are being offered this
spring in Spanish for the Latin
Americans.
Justiz saitl the Peruvians will
receive extensive field experience in
addition to their instruction in
planning and program development, curriculum development,
budget planning and technology,
"The field experience will help
them integrate and adapt concepts
taught in the classroom to
educational reality,'' he said .
"Each week We will hold a seminar
discussion to talk about their field
experiences."
Numerous multinational and
national agencies ate currently
financing tuition and expenses for
the 56 Latin Americans studying at
UNM. In addition to AlD, funding
agencies include the Orgainzation
of American States, the Grand
Mariscal Ayacucho of Venezuelaj
Conacyt of Mexico and the
of
Panama,
governments
Guatemala, Honduras, Ecuador
and the Dontinican Republic.

Schedules Available for Suntmer
Cstiherine Jones
The 1982 summer schedule of classes is available at the
registration celtter.
Students may register for the summer session beginning April 12
by appointmeltt only. Opelt registration begins Apdl26.
All students attending summer school will be charged resident
tuition said Assistant Registrar Jitn Acosta. Tuition must be paid
before astudent may register for the summer classes.
Registration begins the sante day for the fall 1982 classes. The fall
schedule of classes is expected to be ill at the end of March; Acosta
said.
Students should receive their registration packets in the mail in
early April.

Dill Wechter

Leur• He,is·weit:r to spuk to • congreu,.n's office during Cell-Your-Congressmen Dey, sponsoted by GSA lind ASUNM. Students were utged to voice their opposition to fin11ncisl eid cuts.
Richerd Holden, GSA coordln11tor. seld 2DO students used ths phones 11nd 120 signed letters of
oppositionet ths SUB booth.

Consciousness. Raising DiscUssed
By Catnpus Ministries' Male Panel
Richard L. Drinoll Jr.
1
'The extent of our freedom is the
degree to which we become aware
of our conditioning," the United
Campus Ministries director said
Wednesday.
Dr. Mark Rutledge joined coworker Rex Stewart and student
Steve Matlock on a panel on
"Men's Consciousness Raising''
Wednesday in the Student Union
Building.
''I believe as men we are locked
into destructive and unhealthful
stereotypes,, said Rutledge.
"We've been shaped by our institutit>llS to be a certain way.• "
The three married men shated
their own experiences and
kMwledge of the man's role in
society. · Rutledge spoke about
men's relatiollships to other men;
Matlock talked on melt's
relatiMships with women; and
Stewart talked about the male
image in advertising attd the media.
Rutledge said that he was jealous
of his wife's ability to talk to her
women friends about anything. t-te
said that men usually find only a
common interest to discuss: that
they are competitive and do .not
become close personally.
''It's difficult for men to break

out of
their competitive
stereotypes," Rutledge said. "Part
of our conditioning is to not show
our feelings.''
Rutledge said that men pay a
high price for their place in society.
He said men suffer physical,
psychological and emotional
problems .as a result of their
competition.
Rutledge said when men can re·
establish themselves through
support groups with other men,
they will·be able to bteak out of
their stereotyped ways.
A support group, he said, alfows
men to come together to work on
their problems. He said men in a
suppc,rt group should experiment
with breaking out of their con·
ditioning, make friends and get
emotional support.
Rutledge said he has been in a
support group for two years. He
said that many times support
groups do not succeed because men
carry their stereotyped roles artd
competitive ways into the group
causing a breakdown of the intended process.
Stewart said that seNtereotyped
roles are reinforced through ad·
. vertising, movies and telev1sion.
He said televison advertisements
for household and baby. care

products always protray women as
doing the chores. But the voice of
the uexpert" heard in these ads is
almost always that of a male telling
the woman how to best do the
chore.
"Men are usually portrayed in
busirtess settings outside of the
home,;, Steward said.
Stewart said these stereotypes
have changed some but it is mostly
"tokenism.''
"If you can make a man feel
inadequate, you'll have sold him on
a product," Steward said,
Stewart said ads on cars1
cigarettes and alcohol are products
aimed primarily at men. He said
that men tend to boy products that
will raise or maintain their social
standing in. other men's eyes.
Matlock discussed the ways men
relate to women.
"As men, we put womert into
categories irtitially," he said.
Matlock
described
these
categories as sexual, a woman
whom 11 man desires as a potential
sexual partner, and non·sexual, a
woman whom a man docs not view
a.s a. potential sexual partner but
accepts as a friend for other
reasons.
Men spend the majority of time
continued on page 3
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Proposed Cuts Could Limit Students' Education Options

by United Press International

Robert Bums on

Nicaragua Fears Attack from U.S. Latin American Allies
UNITED NATIONS A
Nicaraguan official has told
ranking U.N. diplomats that his
nation fears a U,S,-backed attack
from three 11eighboring countriesEl Salvador, Honduras and
Guatemala
diplomats said
Wednesday.
One high ranking diplomat said
U.N. officials also were awaiting a
response from Secretary of State
Alexander Haig to an offer by
Mexico's foreign minister to
mediate the dispute between
Nicaragua and the United States
over alleged Nicaraguan aid to
rebels in El Salvador.
Jn Washington, the Washington
Post reported ?resilient Reagan
had ordered a $19 million CIA plan
to recruit 500 Latin American
commandos to carry out covert

operations inside Nicarag11a to ·
counter the government's support
for the Salvadoran guerrillas,
Mexican Foreign Minister Jorge
Castaneda met with Haig Saturday
and offered Mexico's services as a
''communicator''
between
Managua and Washington.
Nicaraguan Agriculture Minister
Jaime Wheelock told U.N.
Secretary-General Javier Perez de
Cuellar and other officials last week
his goverment was trying, without
success, to open a dialogue with the
Reagan
administration,
the
diplomats said.
Wheelock, the diplomats said,
told Perez de Cuellar that
Nicaragua fears "an incident may
be fabricated" to justify an attack
from neigh boring El Salvador,
Honduras and Guatemala with

Plan ahead for Spring Break
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Organization of American States,
massive U.S. help.
According. to the diplomats, but Nicaragua feels that forum has
Perez de Cuellar said the United pro-American leanings on Central
Nations was un<tble to act by itself American issues, the sources said.
unless the question were submitted
Wheelock also told Perez de
to the Security Council by one or
Cuellar that he and other
more countries.
Nicaraguan officials have been to
The secretary-general also said he Washington, trying to open a
believed the Central American crisis dialogue with the Reagan adshould be discussed by the ministration. A request for a

meeting with Haig was turned
down.
Castaneda met not only Haig on
Saturday but also Wheelock,
sources said.
Haig and Castaneda are expected
to hold a second round of talks this
weekend in New York to renew
discussions on Mexican President
Jose Lopez Portillo's peace plan for
Central America.

Sen. Williams Refuses To Resign
As Senate Defers Vote To Censure

Mit2:i Waltz knits her brow at the
mention of President Reagan's
propqsed student financial aid cuts.
The 19-year-old architecture
student, mother and breadwinner
for a family of three, says any cuts
in her financial aid will force her
out of school.
Though her tuition is paid by a
scholarship, she said her rent is paid
out of her $240 monthly workstudy salary, her textboo.ks are paid
with the help of a $98 Pell grant and
much of her other expenses comes
out of a $1000 National Direct
Student Loan - all programs
slated for cuts or elimination ne~t
year in Reagan's proposed budget.
"If they make $100 cut in Pell
grants, my grant will go out the
window," Waltz said. "It means
that I wouldn't be able to buy my
books.
"If they cut my work-study at
all, I'll have to leave school. I have
to work 20 hours a week just to pay
the rent."
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WASHlNGTON A vote
foreshadowing expulsion of Sen.
Harrison Williams for his Abscam
conduct was delayed late Wednesday for at least a day, as the
New Jersey Democrat said he was
not "right now" thinking of
resigning.
Senate Republican leader
Howard Baker, who had sought an
agreement to vote in late afternoon
on a milder censure resolution,
declined to use his parliamentary
powers to shut off debate and force
the test vote.
Instead, he agreed to let debate
continue until sundown, with a vote
on censure scheduled for Thursday
afternoon and on expulsion before
day's end.
Williams vowed to push forward
in the increasingly personal Senate
trial - moving into its sixth day
Friday - on the Ethics Committee's recommendation that he be

expelled for "ethically repugnant"
behavio.r that "tends to bring the
Senate Into disrepute."
On the basis of head-counts,
speeches and declarations, it is
known that at least 60 senators
favor expulsion. A two-thirds vote
-67- is needed.
"Right now, I am not thinking
resignation," Williams told a news
.conference in the four-story,
marble rotunda of the Russell
Office Building before the Senate
session began. "This is a day to
clarify the mysteries that are still
remaining," Williams said, his
baritone voice echoing in the
rotunda.
Williams was convicted of
bribery and conspiracy after being
targeted by the FBI's Abscam
investigation in which undercover
agents posed as Arab sheiks or their
representatives seeking Capitol Hill
favors in exchange for bribe

money. He has the case on appeal
and has based his defense on large
part on attacl<ing the FBI for its
tactics. Six House members were
also convicted of charges related to
the Abscam probe.
If he does not choose to resign,
Williams could become the 16th
senator ever to be expelled - the
first in 120 years and the first ever
booted out for any lesser crime than
trea•on or disloyalty.
So far, only Sens. Daniel Inouye,
D-Hawaii, his chief defender;
Assistant Democratic leader Alan
Cranston of California, who is
urging censure now and possible
expulsion later; John Melcher, DMont., and Russell Long, D-La.,
have made speeches that could be
interpreted as defending Williams.
Williams, 62, is Jess than a year
from completing his fourth six-year
term in the Senate.

~~

Visiting Law Professor Contends
Reagan Ignoring Women's Plight
Women have become the
"nouveau poor" of the 1980s and
Reagon administration policies of
cutting social programs and
relaxing
enforcement
of
discrimination laws are compounding the problem according to
a former Carter administration aide
who is a visiting professor in the
University of New Mexico School
of Law.
Sarah Weddington, the Carl
Hatch Professor of Law at UNM
this semester, was a special assistant
to President Jimmy Carter from
1978to 1981.
She now maintains a public
policy issues consulting firm in
Washington, D.C.
"The feminization of poverty is a
national injustice, demanding a
national response," Weddington
said. "But the fact is that the
Reagan administration is not only
ignoring the plight of women, but
in many ways the result of its
policies is to add to those burdens."
She said women are significantly
worse off than men economically
and the gap is growing wider.
"Not only are women earning
only 59 cents on the male dollar,"
she said, "but the gap is growing.
Ironically, it is actually larger now
than it was in 1963, the year the
Congress passed the Equa!Pay Act.
"The average female college
graduate today earns less than the
average male high school dropout.
Nearly 80 percent of all female
workers are in relatively low-paying
clerical, sales, service or factory
jobs," she said.
Even in jobs traditionally held by
women, women earn less than men,
Weddington said.
Female elementary and high
school teachers make 81 percent of
what men teachers make; women
clerical workers earn 60 percent of
male clerks' salaries. In 1979, sales
work generated average wages of
$154 per week for women and $297
for men.
She said, ''The real tragedy .is
that full recognition of the
economic Status of women is
coming at a time when there is
clearly no inclination at the top
le.vels of government to do anything
aboutit.
•
"The administration has signaled

Guatemalan Right May Call Strike
GUATEMALA
CITY
Rightist opposition parties, their
peaceful protest routed by a
government crackdown, called a
meeting Wednesday to "plot
strategy" that co\lld lead to a
national strike, said losing
presidential candidate Gustavo
Anzueto Vielman.
Anzueto Vielmann was one of
three losing candidates in Sunday's
presidential election detained for
four hours Tuesday night after
police and soldiers broke up a
protest march they were leading
toward the National Palace.
At least 20 people were reported
injured in the breakup of the
demonstration, in which 1000
people participated.
They were protesting what they
called the fraudulent results of the
election that gave victory to the
government-backed
candidate,
rightist Gen. Anibal Guevara.

"We have been the victims of an Sandoval Alarcon of the far-right
outrage unique in the history of the National Liberation Movement and
free world," the candidates said in Alejandro Maldonado AgUirre of a
a joint statement published in two-party center-right coalition.
Anzueto Vielmann, who adGuatemalan newspapers Wedvocated supply-side economics to
nesday.
"Never before have three restore Guatemala's economic
presidential candidates, who in this prosperity during his campaign,
case represent SO percent of the said the candidates would also meet
with private sector leaders to
voters, been detained.''
The candidates claimed their discuss their options to protest the
combined total of votes was ac- alleged fraud.
The split among the right opened
tually 80 percent of all who voted
and that Guevara would have no the possibility of stepped-up
support among the people in a fair violence by leftist guerrillas, who
promised before the elections to
vote.
Anzueto Vielman, leader of the take advantage of arty "confusion"
pro-business National Authentic that might arise following the vote.
The results of the vote with
Central Party, said he and his two
former rivals "will meet to plot almost all of the 327 municipalities
strategy" in an attempt to get a new counted were announced as:
Guevara, 376,996; Sandoval
election called.
He said a national strike "would Alarcon, 262, 750; Maldonado
be one of the possibiUties'' con- Aguirre, 233,234; and Anzueto
sidered when he met with Mario Vielmann, 94,422.

Reagan Unveils New Job Program
WASHINGTON- TheReagart
administration Wednesday unveiled
a New Federalism job program for
I million disadvantaged young
adults that won't "bribe" people to
sign up for the government
.training.
The legislation, formally introduced Tuesday by Senate Labor
Commitee Chairman Orrin Hatch,
R-Utah, would replace the CETA
program which expires this fall.
The new program would erase
the public service jobs program that
reached its height during the Carter
administration, as well as the
summer jobs program for youths.
Stipends for those in the training
program also would be eliminated.
In the past, the government has
paid stipends to Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act
participants equal to the respective
state unemployment insurance
benefit.
Labor Secretary Raymqnd
Donovan said he did not believe the

end of payments would be "a
major stumbling block for those
who really want training •.. those
with motivation to come."'
"We are not unsympathetic in
choosing not to pay stipends,"
Donovan said.
Labor Undersecretary Malcolm
Lovell added that some participants
in the CETA program "came for
the money and not the ttaitling."
"We don't want to bribe them to
get in," he said.
President Reagan effectiVely
ended the public service jobs
program last year by excluding it
from his budge(;
The summer )Iouth jobs
program, created during the
Johnson administration, will
continue this summer, providing
eight weeks of work experience for
an estimated 750,000 to 800,000
youths at a cost of $679.5 million.
If the Hatch legislation is enacted,
there will be 1\0 such program in the
summ.er or 1983.

CETA was enacted in 1973
during the Nixon admil1istration,
ancl has been beset by charges of
fraud and mismanagement.
• Reagan's budget calls for only
$900 million in new outlays during
fiscal year 1983 for training
programs, but a Labor Department
spokesman said unspent CEt A
funds from the current year will
make available $2.2 billion overall.
Department spokesman Jack
Hashian said the legislation calls
for spending $L8 billion with ''a
target figure of I million'' persons
to be trained.
Donovan told a news conference
the legislation was drafted with the
assistance of the business com·
munity and envisions using private
industry to conduct the training.
Donovan and Assistant Labor
Secretary Albert Angrisani said the
main thrust is to use federal dollats
for training, rather than for
stipends to program participants
and administrative costs;

Waltz said her husband hasn't students a UNM financial aid the harder it's going to get."
Medical student Chris Mandry
IJeen able to find a job since qfficer estimates will be cut from
Natiqnwide, Reagan's proposed said the cuts in GSLs would make it
dropping out of UNM last year, financial aid programs by the budge( would cut 50 percent from more difficult for poorer students
leaving her to pay the rent, Sne sajd President Reagan's proposal.
spending for higher education, to get into medical school and
her family also receives food
Graduate student Gloria Gerkin, .eliminating 2.4 million students discourage new doctors from taking
stamps,
another student to be affected, said from financial aid programs, ac- positions in small towns.
By keeping her six-month-old although she doesn't anticipate cording to a report by the American
Without GSL's - which 64
daughter with her while on the job dropping out of school because of Council of Ed.ucation.
percent of medical students receive
at the UNM Child Care Co-op, the cuts, losing her financial aid
For the 1983-84 school year, entrance to medical school
Waltz said she saves the cost of off- "would make it a Jot more dif- Reagan's
proposed
budget would be based on "who can pay"
campus child care, With an off. ficult."
eliminates NDSL's Supplemental and medicine would once again
campus job, she said she'd "be
A doctoral candidate in Educational Opportunity Grants, become a profession "strictly for
working just to pay the babysitter." educational foundations, Gerkin State Student Incentive Grants and the rich," Mandry said.
"I don't think I could do it,'' said losing her $1 500 NDSL would reduces spending for work-study by
"The classes will be filled more
Waltz said about juggling force her to take a full-time job and $152.5 million over two years, and more with the sons and
academics, a family and an off. postpone her planned June I 983 according to the report.
daughters of the prominent people
campus job. If her aid is cut, she graduation.
For the 1982-83 and 1983-84 in town," he said.
said she might have to postpone her
Besides working part-time at the school years, the proposed budget
Because medical students would
education until her daughter is in Child Care Co-op, Gerkin also cuts Pell Grant funding from a be forced to pay higher market
school ... "and that might be too supplements her NDSL money by current level of $2.28 billion to $1.4 rates on loans to finance their
selling IJlood plasma to a donor billion and excludes graduate education, Mandry said they would
late," she adds.
If she leaves school, Waltz said · center twice a week. Working a full- students from the Guaranteed be more likely to go into the more
she will return to Paducah, Ky., to time job, she said, "wquld make it Student Loan programs.
lucrative medical fields, rather than
Jive with her parents or take a job as extremely difficult to do research
Currently, both graduates and taking up small-town practices.
(required for her doctqrate), undergraduates are eligible for
a waitress.
Holden, a graduate student in
"After two years in school, that's because that is a full-time job GSLs, which also go by the name of economics, said the counter
about all I'm qualified in," she anyway.
New Mexico Student Loans.
financial-aid proposal sumbhted by
"It's just going to prolong it,"
said.
"I realize that he has to do some U.S. Sen, Pete Domenici is an
Waltz is one of 4000 UNM she said. "And the longer I wait, of the cuts," Waltz said. "I just improvement over the Reagan
think the way he's doing it is not proposal, but would still make it
right."
"more expensive to be a student."
Richard Holden, coordinator of Domenici's plan makes more loans
the Graduate Student Association's ava.ilable than Reagan's proposal
campaign to fight the proposed and increases funds for low-income
cuts, said the hardest hit would be students through Pell Grants and
single-parent students and graduate other programs.
students.
The GSA is encouraging students
"If they're divided between work to sign petitions, write letters and
its intentions in clear and unand maybe a family, they just won't use the GSA WATIS line to lobby
mistakeable ways through its
be able to get it done," Holden legislators to vote against the
appointments and lack of apsaid. "It won't be the quality of proposed cuts, Holden said.
pointments; through its selective
work that they could do if their
"As soon as they start getting the
dismantling of agencies and
hands were free."
word from students that they
programs that benefit women or
Holden said graduate students, disagree strongly with the cuts, J
protect their. rights; through its
about 25 percent of whom receive think we can see them soft-selling
public and private disavowals of
GSLs, would be likely to cut their their support for the Reagan adERA and other issues important to
credit hours in half. With the ministration proposals," Holden
women, and above all, through the
decreased enrollment, Holden said said.
budget-making process which, as
UNM might be forced to raise
those of us who have seen it in
tuition - which in tum would push
operation know full well, is the
poorer studen!s out of school.
most effective tool anyone has to
"It's going to be a more elitist Where can I go If I want to join a
change the social agenda," she
institution," Holden said. "A lot nontraditional "older" student
said.
of people who are talented and organization? Returning Students
She said recent White House
could contribute to society, aren't Association, Mesa Vista Halll055,
figures show that of 375 high-level
going to be used."
x6342.
presidential appointments requiring
Senate confirmation, only 38 were
given to women.
llonw-.sryle'•ooltingawa,~tunlltollK"·
J.t;
"President Reagan's highly
publicized appointment of Sandra
S11T11h Weddington
Day O'Connor to . the. Supreme
'lr"
Country Cool(.in'
ecl111
Court should not be allowed to
overshadow his overall record on households that receive money
appointment of women," Wedfrom the Aid to Families with
dington said. "During the Carter
Dependent Children program are
(with student ID)
presidency, .41 women and 37
run by women, she said.
4701
Central
N.E. • 285-2510
blacks were chosen for federal
"The administration's course is
( - frolli Hllud 'niMier)
district and appeals court clear," Weddington said. "As Mr.
judgeships. The first 12 federal Reagan and his advisors try to keep
judges Mr. Reagan nominated were the Ship of State from floundering
all white males."
in a sea of recession and inflation,
Additionally, the Reagan White the message from the quatter deck
House has demonstrated apathy is 'women and children last."'
and even antipathy toward affirmative action, civil rights
programs and anti-discrimination
enforcement on behalf of women,
she said.
"Evidence of this was shown in
the administration's foot-dragging
on key appointments to the Equal
A course on "Microprocessor
Employment Opportunity Comfor Management
mission, the Labor Department's Background
Office of Federal Contract Personnel" scheduled for Monday
Compliance Programs and the through Thursday at the Oniversity
Women's Bureau," Weddington of New Mexico has been cancelled
due to insufficient enrollment, said
said.
Budget cuts in social programs Dr. Martin Bradshaw, director of
have a disproportionately severe UNM Engineering Continuing
impact on women because 90 Education.
The course was being offered by
percent of those who receive
minimum Social Security benefits the UNM Department of Electrical
with any 2.00
of $122 a month are women, 61 and Computer Engineering artd the
purchase
percent of all Medicare recipients Albuquerque Section of the
from today through
are women, 67 percent of the Legal Institute of Electrical and ElecServiees Administration's clients tronics Engineers, Inc.
St. Patrick's Day.
For more information, contact
are women; 69 percent of all food
Reg. value 1.50
stamps go to households headed by the UNM Office of Engineering
women, and 80 percent of the Continuing Education at 277-4354.
perfect for shoes or
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94¢ - Cinnamon Roll with
medium Coke, coffee. or small juice

Week-Long Class
On Microprocessor
Offered by UNM

General
Stores
FREE

Shamrock
Shoelaces

-Consciousness---------------continued "om PII9B1

,

with women who may be sexual
partners, said Matlock. He said
that men minimize their time with
non-sexual women.
The shortcoming of this attitude
is that men do not spend enough

time with non-sexual Women, to
whom they express more of their
true self, Matlock said.

''If this is true, thll wives and
lovers of America are missing out
on a big part of men," he said.

Matlock said this situation leaves
little atea for men to express
themselves, and because of it, there
are a lot of lonely men.
Matlock said men must become
aware of this problem and work
consciously at solving it,

•
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British Journalist
To Give Lecture
About Nicaragua

Forum
DOONESBURY

Commentary by Robert Sanchez

by Garry Trudeau

Carlos M. Morales

Dog Problems Stem from Owners

W&'f/E ALL 50 1/EL/~Vf:{)
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ICAN

Free-lance British journalist
George Black will lecture at the
Latin American Institute today on
The Ideology of the Revolutionary
Government of Nicaragua.
Black has traveled extensively in
Central and South America during
the past five years. He recently
published a comprehensive study of
pre-revoluionary Nicaragua and the
first year after the revolution,
Triumph of the People - SandiniSICI Revolution in Nicamgua.
Black has also been a consul tan!
to the Nicaraguan Ministry of
Adult Education.
The Coalition for Human Rights
in Latin America in conjunction
with the Latin Ameri.can lnsti.tute
and the department of Political
Science at UNM is sponsoring the
Spring Wflllthr~r brings prflllchr~rs to th9 campus outdoor Maranatha Christian Cantr~r, a non-danomitiational church, lecture.
congragating ar6BS' Hr~ra Bill Wilms urgr~s students to attsnd ths bscauss it is "a tima of crisis. Wa nr~ad identity."
The lecture is at J I :30 a.m. at 801
YaleNE.

SICK AeOiiT YOIJ!
state laboratories on north campus, said that although
there was not a rabies problem, there was one with
biting. If a dog gets away, doctors will treat for rabies
anyway which consists of a series of painful shots.
Between January 1981 and December 1981, 353 dogs
were examined for rabies - 20B from Albuquerque;
no positives were found.
"The majority of stray dogs are owned," said Dr. 0.
J. Rollog, a public health veterinarian for the state.
"Unowned stray dogs are not a major problem."
The solution to bites and nuisance is simply
responsible pet ownership. Keep dogs chained if you
leave them outside, or ensure they cannot escape and
run free. If you bring a dog to campus, look after it so
that it does not become a stray.
The Albuquerque Animal Control Center spent
$1.11 million last year for animal care and salaries.
That.'s our tax money.
The center has a capacity to hold a dog or cat for
only four days. If it is not given to an owner by then, it
is put to sleep. I wonder if that's fair. If owners were
more responsible, this would not have to happen.

Everybody's a .Lobo/ Woof/ Woof/ Woof!

Well, maybe not everybody. And maybe not lobes,
just dogs.
According to Fred Malone, the Albuquerque Animal
Control Center's acting manager, the center picks up
27,000 dogs and cats annually. It handles an average
of 100 bite cases a week.
That's a problem worth considering.
And biting is not all stray dogs do. They ·are a
nuisance. They soil yards, chase kids, bark, carry a
number of diseases and when they gather in packs,
present a problem to livestock.
.
The problem is city-wide, but people 1n the UN M
area can create some of the problems with stray dogs.
Actually, the problem stems from irresponsibl.e
owners. City ordinances state that an owner 1s
somebody who keeps a dog and Is therefore
responsible for its actions.
.
Owners sometimes let dogs run around on the11
own. The owners don't care what their dogs have
done - and this is where the problem starts.
Virulogist Rick Steece, who tests for rabies at the

-Vote~-----------------------------------------

Letters

'Inhumane Practices' Condemned
Editor:
I'm delighted to take the opportunity, by virtue of
having my picture in the 'tempers .clash' photo in a
recent Lobo, to make a comment on the Reagan
demonstration. Those -who demonstrated are
outraged at the unjust, inhumane practices of the
Reaganauts. We are sickened by legislation that takes
away human rights to build more and more massmurder machinery.
The photo shows a tall man in a suit With a smug
look on his face, two shorter less well-dressed people
and a flurry of hands. When the tall man came out of
the Convention Center, he barged into the crowd of
demonstrators, knocking several of us out of his way
before we had a chance to stand aside. I cannot know
whether his wealth, his size, his ideology or the
electricity generated at the speech inside prompted
him to assume a sort of 'caveman gentility'. I do know
that those of us engaged in the struggle for human
rights don't purposely bump into well-dressed people,
We write letters, we shout and we carry signs. And

when another person wants to pass through, we
generally stand aside.
When the people inside began streaming out, not
one person in the group immediately around me
betrayed by way of gesture or comment his belief that
we human beings are all a part of each other and that
we must work toward understanding and nurturing
each other. Interestingly, many of the folks who attend the fund raiser came out the doors fingers
stabbing the air and muttering obscenities as they
passed us. It occurs to me that this _kind of behavior is
but one manifestation of an ideology grounded in
some sort of deep-seated disrespect for humanity that
proposes oppression as a means of getting along with
others who just happen to populate the earth.
Ponder for a bit the philosophy behind trying to
make the world a better place for us all and then think
about the philosophy behind sharply increasing
military spending to enhance national security. Think
about it.
Leslie Bryant

UNM Collegiate Singers Defended
Editor:
This letter is hi response to an earlier letter
("Entertainment Group Criticized") which accused the
UNM Collegiate Singers of lacking choreography,
formal voice training, and professionalism. First, I
don't think very much of anyone who would pay
money to go downtown and be lied to, and I seriously
question their claim to being objectively analytical and
critical. Second, it has been my pleasure to both
observe and work with the Collegiate Singers in the
past and I've never failed to be impressed by the high

degree of talent and professionalism presented in each
and every one of their performances (one of the
writers of that earlier, derogatory letter knows just
how difficult it is to enter that music program - sour
grapes, perhaps).
Perhaps Ms. Harper-Rodriguez and Ms. Fucella
would consider a mob of Nixon Youth robots,
chanting "Four more years!" ad infinitum, a performance of high quality. At any rate, their brand of
critical analysis is fit only for the National Enquirer.
Jeffrey D. McDonald

Difficulties Experienced
With University College
Editor:
This is in reference to the article entitled "University College
Helping To Direct Undecided Students", Published in the March 3,
1982 issue of the Daily Lobo. I thought I might relate to you my
experience with University College, as I have not found this college
to be quite as helpful as one might be led to believe by the quotes .of
Associate Dean, Dr. Bruce Potter, and Assistant Dean, Herta
Teitelbaum.
I had intended this semester to complete classes which would
fulfill the prerequisites for entering the College of Engineering.
However, prior to the beginning of the semester, and long after I had
enrolled in my classes, I was disenrolled for having two hours too
many to remain in University College. Because of this, on the
Thurs(lay before classes began, I had to gain admittance to the
College of Arts and Sciences, and the following Monday, the first
day of classes, I had to reenroll. Also, the Associate Dean of Arts
and Sciences, J.E. White, Jr., required that I enroll in English 102 for
a second time (I passed this class in the fall semester of 1979 with a
grade of B) and take the C.S.T. Neither of these are required for
entering the College of Engineering.
Had I been allowed to remain in University College this semester, I
could have transferred directly into the College of Engineering and
UNM could have been saved the paper work and computer time
wasted in dfsenrolling and then reenrolling me and transferring me
unnecessarily from one college to another. I suspect, also, that I
might be disenrolled again at the end of this semester, as I did not
have room in my schedule of classes to retake English 102. If I were
given to rash assumptions, I might think that I had reason to
question the concern of the administration of UNM for my
education.
Doug Wade

Specialist Clarifies Quotes
Editor:
Any person with medical training who reads your article about my
job as Hospital Epidemiologists will have to conclude that, indeed,
"there is still a lot to learn ... in disease control" at UNMH.
While I certainly appreCiate the reporter's interest in nursing
specialties, I am afraid that 1 was alarmingly misquoted throughout
the article.
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The New Me~ leo IJaUy Loho ~~ f)llbllshcd Monday
through Friday every regular week or the lrnivctslty
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A few examples:
-Diarrhea and urinary tract Infections are not "different types of
influenza".
-Doctors in N·ew Mexico are very good at recognizing plague.
Unfortunately, some people do not seek timely medical help.
-Microorganisms that normally colonize the human body
without producihg disease can cause infection in the compromised
patient. However, it is not quite accurate to say that "the patient is
already sick and often spreads infection to different parts of his body
with his hands",
-Tuberculosis is contagious but not as contagious as is commonly assumed.
~The lab will be surprised to learn that I am daily checking gram
stains for tuberculosis.
-We so not routinely do urine analysis three days after admission. We do define nosocomial urinary tract infections as those
which develop at least three days after admission and were not
incubating at the time of admission.

New:; ltcporh~r, .. , .... .,.,., ...... Manuel ~tailco
N1ghl. I!diRlr, • , ••.•.•. , .••••.• , , Craig thtis!ilngct

contlnuad from pagr1 1
tative of ASUNM, without the
sanction of either the legislative or
executive branches of ASUNM."
The s~nate passed the censure
motion II to 0 with 4 senators
abstaining.
Later, in response to the action,
Maddy said he was shocked, but
not surprised. He said he did not
attend the meeting because he was
ill.
Assistant Dean of Students Gary
Golden said that in the four years
he has worked with ASUNM the
Senate has never taken such an
action.
Littlefield said he did not think
Maddy knew about the complaint.
ASUNM law requires the Senate
president defend the accused in the
event the accused or a willing
defender is not present.
Speaking from the gallery, UNM

•

General Governmental, $52,428 .40;
American Marketing Association,
$1500, ASUNM Speakers Committee, $15,000; Women in
Management, $900; Delta Sigma
Pi, $2700; ASUNM Lobby
Committee, $9227; Daily Lobo,
$43,000; Interfraternity Council,
$3400; Panhellenic Council, $3025;
Returning Students Association,
Student Veterans
$3588.78;
Association, $4432.85; Movimiento
Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan,
$3200; Estudiantes Par La
Cultural, $3800; Kiva Club, $3200;
Black Student Union, $3700.
Also budgeted for are Agora,
$9500; Crafts Area, $6000; UNM
Pre-Med Club, $4241; National
Chicano Health Organization,
$4370.60; UNM Anthropology
Society, $2000; Presidential
Scholars Club, $1440; Association
of Accounting Students, $1245;

Courses To Concentrate on Aging
"Nutrition, Diet and Aging" and
"Social and Cultural Aspects of
Aging" are two courses to be offered this month in the second term
of a human services training certificate program sponsored by the
University of New Mexico Division
of Continuing Education and
Community Services.
The program, which is conducted
in cooperation with the UNM
Human Services Workers Program,

The Faculty Senate Tuesday
recommended an increase in
fringe benefits for University of
New Mexico employees earning
up to$60,000.
The recommendation asks
that employees earning up to
$30,000 get 22 percent of their
salaries in fringe benefits, and
those earning between $30,000
and $60,000 receive $6600 in
fringe benefits.
Robert Nesbitt, a member of
the committee that submitted
the fringe benefit proposal, said
fringes were recommended at
current levels for the 58 UNM
employees earning over $60,000,
not the $30,000 previously
reported in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo.
The Daily

Lobo

corrected.

Suzanne Popejoy, R.N.
Hospital Epidemiologist

~

student Randy Knapton, who
attended the ASNM meeting with
Maddy, defended Maddy's actions.
He said Maddy did not attend the
ASNM meeting representing
ASUNM and charges of malicious
intent were unfounded.
Sen. Vince Baca questioned
Silva's complaint against Maddy,
saying, ''I don't think we should
prosecute someone for having a
different opinion.''
However, Sen. Mike Uhlmansiek
said that because ASUNM withdrew from ASNM in January there
should not have been an ASUNM
representative at the ASNM
meeting.
The Senate also passed the 198283 ASUNM budget totaling
$304,912.83, to be distributed
among 36 ASUNM funded
organizations.
Budgeted expenses are: ASUNM

stands

"was developed in response to
requests from local meal-site
managers, senior center directors
and hospitai and nursing home
administrators," program director
Paul Suozzi said.
"Supervisors asked for course
offerings at community facilities
that would meet the in-service
training needs of front-line human
service workers," he said. "UNM's
applied gerontology courses have
been designed to increase the
competence and confidence of paid
and volunteer program assistants
and para-professionals."
The eight-week courses are

Univerisity-accredited. Tuition for
each course is $30 for New Mexico
residel)!s and $93 for non-residents.
The nutrition course will be
conducted from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
on Mondays from March 22
through May 20 at the Palo Duro
Senior Center, 5221 P:l.lo Duro NE.
The social-cultural course will be
held from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. on
Wednesdays from March 24 to May
12 at the Highland Senior Center,
131 Monroe NE.
Registration and further information can be obtained by
contacting the UNM DiVision of
Continuing
Education
and
Community Services, 805 Yale NE.

Daily Lobo Editor
Selection Dates Set
The UNM Student Publications Board is now !·<Peking applicants for 1982-83 Daily /,obo editor.
• Applications .;1·e now available in the Student
Publication Business Ofti.ce, Manon Hall, Room I 81.
Applications must be returned by 12 noon. Wednesday, March 31 to the Student Publications
Business Office, Marron Hall. Rootn 131.
• The UNM Student Publications Board wi II meet to
interview the candidates noon Saturda.v. Ap1·il 3,
place to be announced.
• The 1982"83 Editor will be selected Fl'iday, April
9, tim'e and place to be announced.
• The new Editor and staff will assume their positions Monday, April 19, 1982 with 12 issues of
publication remaining this semester.

I
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i
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Sport Funding Board, $5000;
Student Travel Center, $4767;
Fiesta Committee, $6400; ASUNM
Cultural Committee, $25,000; New
Mexico Public Interest Research
Group, $8000; International
Center, $12,856.10; ASUNM Film
Committee, $10,402.40; ASUNM
Text Book Co-op, $7230.70; ASA
Gallery, $5480; SUB Entertainment, $8220; Student Engineers
Board, $4500; Residence Hall
Student Association, $2600; Child
Care Co-op,
$21,500
and
Economics Student Council, $1058.
Except for executive salaries,
included in the general governmental expenses, and the Daifv

Lobo
subscription
allocation,
students will vote on budget items
in the ASUNM General Elections
March 31.
In other business, presidential
appointments that passed the
Senate were Danny Ortiz, Budget
Inquiry Board; Carol Cutler,
Intramural and Recreation Board;
Steven Sullivan, Fiesta Committee
and John Sprague, ASUNM court
justice.

-----KITES-----Largest Selection in the Southwest

Squadfon Kites • Dragon Kites • Diamond Kites
Mini Dragon Kites • Train-0-Kites • Box Kites
Stunt Kites • Octopus Kites • Fighter Kites

From

$198
to

$9500

Montgomery Plaza
M-F 10-9, Sat. 10·6, Sun. 12-5/883-1587

Nordic Ski Sale.
We'll be selling our RENTALskis and boots
for up to 75% off!
Cross-country ski do thing will be 30% off.
Down parkas and vests will be 30% off.
BEST BARGAINS:
Powderhorn Down Parkas
40% off

Reg. $150.00
Now$90.00

AF RC Womer/s Stretch PulloverS
60% off
Reg. $34.00
(Limited Ouantitvi
Now$14,00

AFRC Women's Stretch Knickers
60% oil
l1eg. $28.00
(Limited Ouantily)
Now$11.00

TRAK ATS Metal-edged Ski
35% oil

Reg. $140.00
Now$91.00

New Skiis & Boots Up to 40% off
sALE STARTS 10:00 a.m., Saturday, March 13th

& RIVERS
2320 CENTRAL S.E. :::::T!.HM.

2611-4876, Mon-Frt 10-6, Sll

AlbuquerqUe, New Mexico 87106

n
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UNM Gymnasts Compete with Best

' IJ
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Arts

'

No Mystery to the Galleria's Mystical Cultural Art Show
Ray Abeyta

I've never been to an art show at
the Galleria. It's kind of out of the
way in an obscure northeast corner
of the basement in the SUB. It's not
really a gallery proper with vario11s
rooms, a sign-in book and a
receptionist. This gallery consists of
a ramp walkway that circles around
q large glass case with pictures
wrapping around the one and only
wall.
No, it's not your average gallery.

ln fact, it could be argued whether
it is gallery at all. Anymore that
doesn't seem to make much difference though. Whatever gets the
work out will do. People have
exhibited their work with less. The
show currently on exhibit there is
The Mystical Cultural Art Show.
Are these snap shots of a bus tour
through England with the Fab
Four? No. This show features the
work of a group of young Chicano
artists working out of the Denver
Meta Studio. Meta Studios is an
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Nick Greenwalt
Four of the top 10 male gymnastics teams in the n&tion will be
among the nine teams competing
this weekend in California at the
Western Championships.
The top lO teams at this
weekend's meet include secondranked University of California at
Los Angeles, third-ranked Arizona
State, fifth-ranked California at
and
tenth-ranked
Berkeley
California-Fulle.rton.
The
U!liversity of New Mexico is ranked
thirteenth.
Top individuals at the meet will
include Mike Bergman of UCBerkeley who is tied for first with
UNM's Steve Jennings in the

pommel horse. Last year at
nationals they also tied for first in
the horse.
"I think it will be an outstanding
meet," Lobo coach Rusty Mitchell
said. "I'd like to finish in the top
five teams and have several individuals in the finals Saturday
night."
Friday night the team scores will
be determined and on Saturday the
top eight finishers in each event will
compete for individual titles.
Other teams at the meet will
include the host, Stanford;
University of Washington; San Jose
State, and one of the Lobo's WAC
foes, Brigham Young University.
Last weekend the Lobos tuned up

Smith Chosen WAC Player

for the meet by beating New
Mexico Junior College in Hobbs
262.4-240 on Friday and then
losing to Odessa Junior College
272-268 Saturday.
One of the high points of the
weekend was Lobo Matt Arnot
finishing first in all-around both
nights with scores of 56.25 and
57 .20, a career high,
Also on Saturday Jim Griego had
his season high score of 54.5 to
finish second in aU-around, Steve
Jennings had a 9.85 on pommel
horse and Steve Hill had his season
high score on pommel horse with a
9.2.
"Most of the kids did superbly,"
Mitchell said. "l think everybody is
ready for a big weekend."

DENVER (UPl) - A pair of
underclassmen guards,
Wyoming's Mike Jackson and
New Mexico's Phil Smith, hav.e
been named Western Athletic
Conference co-players of the
week.
Smith, .a 5' 11" sophomore
from New York, went on a
shooting barrage in two wins
over Utah and Brigham Young,
Against Utah, he was II of 13
from the field and 10 of 17 at the
line for 32 points plus six assists
and four rebounds.

Chicano Undergraduate Forum
Call for "Undergraduate" Papers
• 9 papers will be selected for oral presentation
on April 8, 15, 22
'
• honorarium of $25.00 for each presentation
• topics - interdisiplinary, applicable to Chicanos
• submit five unmarked copies, typed, double spaced,
10-15 pages with references to: Chicano. Studies,
Marron Hall Room 204. Deadline 5:00 p.m., March 22.
For more information contact Cynthia Gomez
at Chicano Studies, 277-3967.

~;;~;;;;;;;;~;,:;;;~;;~~~~~~~~~~~:=:==~

HAIRCUTS
for only

$2.50
266·4900
no appointment necessary_
Instructors
Jess Trujillo and Gene Varoz
All work done by students.

Daily Lobo
Subscript ions
Only $10 per year
Marron Hall, Room 131
Or send $10 to:
UNM Box 20, Univ. of N.M.,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

The lineup at the Galleria's current show of Mystical Cultural Art.
offshoot of a group of artists who
got their start at the University of
Denver. The Mystical Culture
derives its definition from the term
materialism,
or "the
externalization of interior realties that
are transformed into visual mystic
metaphores."

Chican'o artists, these individuals
are grappling with these issues head
on. While the battle is far from
won, their attempts are not so easily
brushed aside.

The saving grace of this show was
the article in the glass case of the
Casa Del Sol. The article concerned
A hearty chunk of content, if I've the work of artist Carlos Sandoval
ever bitten one off. There is a and a mural he was commisioned to
common thread that binds this do in Zihuatanejo, Mexico. The
group of artists together. It's not as reproductions pictured in the ar.ticle
evident in the perceived content of featured the mural in progress, and
the works as it is in the use of while only reproductions, they were
subject and formal approach.
the strongest representation of the
A friend pointed out something
that defined this point even better
than the definition of materialism,
a quote from an article in Empire
Magazine concerning a mural
project by one of the artists, Carlos Preview by Ray Abeyta
Sandoval. The quote stated in
simple terms, "We are Mestizos.
I've been accused of leaning
That is our strongest point - we
towards the left of the musical end
have synthesized cultures." It is this
of the spectrum, but ••. let me tell
synthesis of cultural sources that is
you there's another side to yours
most evident in the works here.
truly. Every now and then, while
I'll make no pretense of liking the weeding through all this stuff, I
work I saw in this show, Most of come across things that are truly of
the work concerned itself with interest, not just to me, but to what
portraiture and Mexican-American I reel is the readership of this
culture awash in impasto glazes, section. On one of these weedouts,
glitter, polyester resins and pastel. 1 received a promo on an upcoming
Much of it is an odd mix of styles concert at Rodey. It seems this
that fit akwardly together. internationally acclaimed French
Everything from cubism to im- vocalist is going to perform here
pressionism to mannerist Aztec is tonight. I'd never heard of him, but
thi·own into these small-scale easel he came with good recompaintings. The paintings are framed mendations. Replete with the
without much thought as to how appropriately French name of
the frames function as working Jacques Douai, he was compared to
borders, extending the work they the legendary Edith Piaf and
contain. The choice of frames for Maurice Chevalier. I love Edith
many of these works is distracting Piaf. Chevalier I could take or
and, in most cases, detrimental to leave, but ail in an these aren't bad
any redeeming values inherent to people.
the work.
Douai, based in the cabarets of
Weil, obviously the work had its Montmartre and Saint Germain des
problems. It was way too indecisive Pres, will bring a taste of the
, in its supposed synthesis of cultural French nightlife to the high desert.
styles, too experimental and all- Why not? Having sat through
inclusive to be truly so. I wouldn't countless art history classes, (where
say it was synthesis in the true sense I was told via slides and lectures of
of the word, and as much as I hate the settings that fostered imthe word, much of it amounted to pressionism, cubism and all the
little more than pastiche .. But there other isms that came out of pre"
were things working here. There World War I France,) l developed a
wasthe glimmer of a start that took romance for the cafe society. The
its strength more from the intent Frontier and the Hippo ate the
than the attempt, the intent being closest I've ever come to the setting
·that unique situation that many here In Albuquerque; and aside
artists of native ethnic backgrounds from an occasional long haired kid
are caught up in: attempting to with an out of tune gUitar, I've
maintain cultural identity while never heard anything that even
existing in the proverbial melting resembled Piaf's rolling vocals
pot of North American society.
punctuated by tbe sound oftinklillg
The work in this show, problems wine glasses and absillthe drunk
and all, brings many of the cheers.
Oh,
well.
That's
aspirations and failures of this Albuquerque and l doubt if Rodey
situation into focus. As young will substitute very well for a left

intent of this group of young artists. The images in the mural were
everything I'd come to respect in
Chicano mural art: strong
monumental images of a proud
people with a history and a potent
culture, and a true synthesis of the
issues and aesthetic concerns these
artists are attempting to deal with.
The work represented in the
Mystical Cultural Art Show is a far
cry from the reproductions in the
magazine and, given the choice, I'd
rather read the article than see the
show. But I'll say this much for the
show- it did get me thinking.

Rodey Gets Taste of Cabaret

3215 Central NE

New Mexico

Bill Wechter
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bank bistro. But with a little
imagination ..•
Douai's program of songs covers
a range of times and styles. He has
put to music the poetry of Jean
Cocteau and Jacques PreverL He is
known for capturing that unique
spirit of French cabaret singing that
ranges from wit to melancholy in
the tum of a phrase. ThoUgh
familiar to me only fwm records,
French-cabaret style is a truly
wonderful art form. It is erttertainment in the best sense of the
word. There's something about the
language that lends itself to song,
and there's something about the
Gallic culture that captures the
irony, sorrow and humor of life
with a. style and flair that has inspired some of the greatest human
expression.
Douai has toured extensivly and
is one of the movers and shakers of
the French folk music revival. He is
quite well known to the international community. They love
the man in Canada. His reviews are
consistently favorable and he has
been given the title of the
"Ambassador of French Song."
Like I said, I've never heard of
Douai, bttt after tonight I witl have
heard. If you have a terminal case
of Romance romance, and your
heart is in need of a song, check out
the show tonight at Rodey. Tickets
are $4 for students, faculty and
staff, and $8 for those of you not
fortunate enough to be affiliated
with the club. It might not be
Montmartre, but it'll be close
enough and a lot cheaper than
flying the Concorde across the
Atlantic.
Where can I go if I want
illformation on intcrllatlonal
student services? International
Programs and Services, 1717 Roma
NE,x4032.

whipped them," he said. "We just
didn't get the key hits the second
Marcil remincls a person of two day and they beat us."
thingS -wind and Lobo baseball,
The Lobos, with an 8-6 won-lost
The Lobo baseball team will record, are counting on their newly
welcome not only the daily winds found mound strength to help them
but all the baseball that one's heart when the sticks aren't clicking. The
desires. In the next 17 days 22 main man on the hill is senior Keil
games with nine different teams will Higgins. Higgins is 3-0 on the year
be played.
with a 3.52 earned run average.
I'm excited about it," remarked
"Our hitters come through when
Coach Vince Cappelli on the up- l pitch," Higgins said. "Our
coming barrage. "There should be defense is improved from last year,
some good ball played."
which helps, too."
Cappelli is still having problems
Higgins will be the starting
forgetting about the series played pitcher in today's 2 p.m. contest to
last weekend in Las Cruces. The be played at the Albuquerque
New Mexico State Aggies, after Sports Stadium. Catcher Barry
getting clobbered by the Lobes 19-6 Brunenkant leads the Lobo hit
Friday, came back and swept a parade with a healthy .404 average.
twinbill Saturday by 4-3 and 3-2
Center fielder Tom Francis is
counts.
hitting .375 and is tied for the lead
"I had been worried about our in runs at 12. Francis also leads the
cratic play and it just happened to Lobos with 21 hits and 10 stolen
bases.
haunt us that day," Cappelli said.
Senior utilityman Andy Trujeque
Jim Sharpe (1-2) will get the start
had another opinion. "They started in Friday's game.
With some injuries and illnesses
popping off the first day, so we

Another Great Offer From
J
MIMI
~·-·C'i) Putt·Putt ~.-'
~1111:~
u G amesII!> ,.,~·-··
n

Funding for the club had been
provided by ASUNM to the tune of
around $500. However that will no
longer be available this spring.
They now depend on individual fees
from each member at$5 a semester.
The Scuba club has raised additional funds in the past through
film festivals and may have one this
semester. The membership now
stands at 30 and should increase
with the onset of summer.
Lori Wiggins, the faculty ad~
visor, said all funding goes toward
additional equipment such as depth
gauges and other small instruments.
She said that one does not have to
be certified to join but one must be

~-------------------------,

popping up around Cappelli's
camp, regulars like Jimmy McBride
and James Smith might get a
chance to show off their pitching
wares during this long home
stretch.

1

I

UNM Student Special!

:

Purchase $5.00 worth of
1
1
Putt·Putt Golf & Games Tokens
I
1 and re~eive 20 tokens absolutely FREE! :
I

hmrt one coupon per person per day.

1

l _________E.!,~~·!·!.B~~-----------J

Defending Big Eight Conference
champion Missouri will make its
first appearance in Albuquerque
today and Friday to challenge the
Lobos in single games. Wisconsin-La Crosse will also make its
first showing in the city Saturday
for a single game with the Lobos.

9801 Lomas NE 296·4242 5100 San Mateo NE 881·9866

All three teams will then join
South Dakota State, Bradley,
Wyoming and Toledo in the
Turquoise Tournament I, which
starts Monday and runs through
March20.
Turquoise Tournament 11 begins
March 23 with UNM, Bradley and
Toledo sticking around to meet
Southern
Illinois-Edwardsville,
Iowa and Southwest Missouri
State.

UNM Scuba Club Becomes Active as Warm Seasons Near
Many of the university sports
organizations can function year
round. Volleyball, basketball and
others can and do provide indoor
facilities for students to take advantage. of during the spring,
summer and fall semesters.
However the UNM Scuba Club
thrives primarily during the spring
when the weather and students
develop a lasting friendship.
Where, you may ask, can a
parched New Mexican get his or her
feet wet in the Land of Enchantment? Well, Navajo Lake near
Four Corners provides a clean
mountain environment for the
weekend diver as well as Blue Hole,
a unique natural spring in Santa
Rosa, about a hundred miles east of
Albuquerque.
For out-Of-state trips, parts of
California and Mexico provide a
more exotic, yet accessable
recreational area.

f

U
.g
MIMI

Baseball Begins Big Game Streak
Steve King

Jackson, a 6'3" junior from
Aurora, Colo., helped break up
a Hawaii delay game with a
crucial steal and layup late in the
contest Thursday,
which
Wyoming went on to win 39-37.
The victory i!llowed the
Cowboys to clinch their first
outright championship in the
WAC.
Jackson came back against
San Diego State to hit a pressnre
long-jumper with seconds
rermaining to win in overtime,
66-64.

certified in order to participate,
Certification can be obtained
through the University Scuba Class
of which Wiggins is the director.
For additional information contact
her at 268-6650. The date and time
for the club's first meeting of the
semester will be announced in the
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Where can I go if I want
information on tenant rights? New
Mexico Public Interest Research
Group (NMPIRG), Mesa Vista
Hall 1057, x 2757; Legal Aid Landlord/Tenant Hot Line,
Westen Bank Bldg. (Alb.), x 2437871.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~·
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Graduate Student Association

:

Applications for
GSA Presidency 1982-83
Available at the GSA Office (SUB Basement)
Completed applications for candidacy
must be in the GSA Office
by 2 p.m. March 25.

:

Watch for the ad
in tomorrow's
Daily Lobo
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:
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GOLDEN
FRIED
CHIC'KEN

~

2 pieces Golden Fried Chicken

~

~

. Roii,.Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage
~
S189 With coupon
~
0 pen .at
Reg •2"
a
. · .
.
11:00 Daily~
Use··. our convenient drive up windows at
.. .
.
~
1830 Lomas at Yale
Other Locations
~ 4700 Menaul NE
E 1 . 3 21 82
10015 Central NE :::§.
~ 5231 Central NW
xp res· • •
11200 Montgomery NE ~

I
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TYPING, ?~CENTS PAGE, 296-4998..
3/26
PROi'ESSIONAL TYPING.
RF;i\SONABLE,
E~tensive secretarial e~perience, IBM Selectric IIJ,
299-6256 or 299·2676,
3/24
QUAUTY TYPING, LOI\fAS·Tramwl\Y Area, 299·
1355.
4/1
TYPING:
t:XPERIENCED,
REASONAIILE,
competent. Us ins correctable selectric· 15 type styles,
296-5299.
3/30
PROHSS.IONAL TYPING UY English -Mi\edit\)r.
Vast e~perience with dissertations, papers, Editing
available. 266-9550,
4/12
VOLKSWAGON REPAIRS-·TUNE-UPS, Call
Jane, 247·8609.
3123
FREE. TRIAl. MA.TH tutorinl!l Algebra, 1'rlg,
Calculus. 83&-2407.
3123
HORSt;IIACK RIDING LESSONS: Learn how to
ride !lr l;>ener yourself. Experien~ed horseperson gives
lessons In Western En~Ush Jumping Driving.
Jeanette, 299-9253,
3/23
PROHSSIONAL TYPING, REASONABLE rates.
888·3109.
~/12

New Mexico Daily Lobo
C lassijied Advertising
131 Marron Hall.
277-5656 for rates or infornzation

Studem Travel Center, 217-2336 or visit office, 251
llpstllirsinSUB.
3/12
u;T'S GO I'ARTY, the Tinsel Town Mugger. 3/22
Nl\WFOR SI'RI!I/(;, Iurge selection or colorful shon
;ets only $8.99. Short sleeve tops $5.99, conon Kurta
tOps $5.99, lndi~n wrap skirts only$5.99 with this ad,
at Mor• tha.n Bags, 101 Cornell S.E. acro.ss from
l'NM.
J/22:
IIASS )'LA n:ll NEt:DF.n for 60's style, original
m~tcrinl, bnnd. Must be mious nnd dep(ndable, age
25·30 preferred, Bradd, 242·4678.
3123
SJOI' SMOKING--JUST 5 smloiJs. Money back
guarantee; call The L.nst Mntch, 2920 Carlisle NE,
884-9142.
3/23
V... J.t:Rlt:, I'M GO~NA P. Y.ll.L.A.S. when I gel to

l. Personals
HNI'..'il SU.H'TION OF tmlque and truditionul
gold wcduitlg >ct;. c·harlie Romero Jeweler~·, 2936901.
S/1
A('('l'ltAU: ~~~-ORMATION AIIOtl'f ton·
tra.:cplt\111, 'tcrthtntion, ahonion. Ri&hl to Choose.
zg4.1Jnt
tfn
i•HEG:-iAN('Y USriNG & COLI!I/Sf.LING. Phone
Z41 'IRJ9_
tftt
'\ANH:Il ro Ill'\: Wnnmn'• ;..:nnd-hand bicycle
'" ou<~d ~·•n•htllm Phone 277-3765 or 266-6656
(CICIIIOS<I.
3!12
C'O"i 1·\CTS-I'()USIII"iG, SOLLITIO~S ('asey
Opu~~1ll 'ump,lll'r

4. Housing

on 1 \"~lllM JUS.t '1\'~Sl of Viashinglon.

l'h·~~nix!.

3/l 1

tfn
WI-: I!Ol ()ISTIUlll'TORS. Prcs.:riplion eycgliiiS
lr.unc' <irecnwidl Village (l cnnon Styles), gold
mule~' S54-~0 {regular SM.IlOJ. l'ay Lm Opli~lam,
<nm \lenaul N.l·.. , aams from l.allcllcs.
tin
ON I.\' Sl.35. 'fWO farm· fresh e~s. two homemade
•hctn.-al ft~e 'nusage putties, two sli~~s of toast, free
~reenduh Open~ a.m. Morning Glory Cafe. Corner
tfn
of Oimrd, Central and MontcVilta268·7040.
$5 llli\'!'IIIE!>T Til' "I the week. Pailytobo will pa)$~ fur the best news tip we rcteive every week.
S,Jur~<' oan rcmam oonfidential, but Editor must
have }'OUr name to pOly winner. 277-5656, ask for
Nc""omntfn
MCAT, PAT ltt;Ht;w in Physics. lliology, General
C"henmtry, ()rganic, •ponsorcd by Prc·Med Club
membcr'i SJO.OO. Non-members S4S.OO. for more
infonnulion call Z77-656~ or ~ome by SUU24-D.
3112
CllEERU:AllERISTl'NTMAN TRYOllTSI Pick
up applications in Student Activities Center, Room
106, NM. Union Building. Applications due March
12. Oinic stalls Murch 22. Tryouts 1\prill and 2. Call
2714706 for further information.
3/12
CIIJ!IIESt: nt•rn:T. Ctlt:APJ All you can eat,
lunch S3.45, Supper 54,50, Sunday Bru11ch $3.45.
Jao--Jao's Place. 5000 Ccntrnl A•·c.SE.
tfn
1'-\SSI'ORl' I'IIOTOS. LOWt:ST prices! Pleasant
pictures! 123 Wellesley SE corner Silver. Please (all
fir<!. 265·1323.
tftl
HART ANU KE\' monthly ncwslcUer for singles,
.:upids special, 2:0 l'rce trial memberships, Hurry, Bx
3714, Amarillo, Texas, 79106.
3/12
ltAf'TING ovt:R SPRING Break! Day trips on N.
Rio Grande, March 14, 16, 18, 20. S20 pet person.
Wildwater Rafting Experiences, 266-9721 (el'enlrtgs)•
3/12
t'ACULn' JAZZ COMBO forming. Call Conniff,
277-2136.
3/12
"SKI PURGATORY '821" Enjoy Spring Break
$kiing in the Colorado Rockies• Low Rates! Call

JR, Til~: SWEt;T nnns\e,tile, is looking for same.
Send Rc\ume with picture (in bathing suit preferred),
277-2478 for addrc1~.
31 ll
RIGII1!l.l;t·T liRA IN Workshop e1(Jllores pro1·en
method~ to better use the other 90 Percent of your
brain power in learning, creativity and motivutlon.
S30 indudcs bra1n manual, Sut. March 20, 9:30--4:30
run. Call 884·11598.
3'11
T.ll. Gl.AJ> \'Ol"R~: back, I mlssedya. L?ve M-l-·

~

CONTACT LENS
SALT TABLETS $4.50
B&L SQUEEZE BOTILES
$2.00

3/11

Ml'IU'IIl', c;oon STUFF ~taynard! llugsy.

)Ill

: .

·

'

1 v·

l\

WRISTWATCH t'Ol1Nil, MEN'S restroom,
l·rontlcr Restaurant. Claim in Rm. 131, Marron Hall.
JilZ
LOSl~ WHITt: Gt:RMAN Shepard on 2-27·82 on
campus. Rewurd call883·8039.
3111
<.'I,AIM YOUR I.OST possessions at Campus Poli~e
8:00a.m.to4:00 p.m. daily.
t.fn

3. Services
(;UtTAR Lt:SSONS, INSTRUMENTS, tepairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265·3315.
tfn
TYPING 111M St:U:CTRIC2SS-3337.
3131
TYPING • t"AST • .4-CCURATE • Reasonable,
Cassette Transcription, 247·2583,
3/26
n'PING-I'ROFf:SSIONAL QUAUTY. pronto . at
Kinko/Pronto; TLC at no extra cbarge. We will cdll.
K/1', 2312. Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
Halt.
tfn
A·1 TYPISTS-TERM papers, resumes299-8970,

I

Special

I

1 two slices of eheese pizza & :
1

1
1

small soft drink 1.40
wllh coupon. today only
127 Harvard S.E.

COl.1 PU:.SINGJ.t~

2. Lost & Found

,--...-------------·
-

3fl2

THE CJTADEL.SUP.Eitn location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $220. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. I 520 University NE. 243.·2494. tfn
FOil HENTt EHICJ.~:NCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N,E., $185/mo., all utilities paid, $100 security
deposit, Fully furnished-security locks and ln\lndry
facilities. No children or pets. Please call before 6:00
in the evening, 266-8392.
tfn
FOR RENT: t;FFJCJt:NCY Apartment, $120; I
bedroom, $1 SQ, Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
golf course. Close to UNM and TVI, 1313 Wellesley
S.E. 256·1748,
3/31
IIALF IILOCJ( llNM deluxe one bedroom twin or
double $235 includes utilities. VarsitY House, 141
Columbia, 268·0525.
4/5
SMART STUilENT SPECIAL! Clean modern l BR,
$149; 2l!R, $179. "Scholarships" available. 206
MescaleroNW, 255·2221, 345-4150.
3124
ONt~ DR FURNIStn:n, utilities paid S2J5,
Unfurnished, S170. 1218 Copper NE, 7900 Dell SE,
842-6170.
3124
A lll.OCK TO UNM. Furnished one bedroom with
swimming pool. dishwasher, disposal, refrigerated
air, plus cable TV. No ~hildren or pets. S24Q Includes
utilities. 208·9 ColUI!lbin SE, Caii.2SS-2685,
Jill
l'NM ARi~A ONE bedroom $185.00 per mMth
militics furnl.shcd, no pets. Call 293·1070 after 5:00
p.m.
3112
SHAIU~ WITH COUI'LE large 2-bdrm house,
fireplace, garage, garden,laundry facilities. Pet ok.
Nice neighborhood near UNM. SISO, 242·3622. 3/12
110l'St:MA1"E, NONSMOKER,
BRIGHT,
spacious, $135 plus Utilitie.s. 292·1080.
:1111.
l'NM APT, $93 per month. Hable espanol, 247-9207.

I
I
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j/31

WANTED private bath, private
study. Greenhouse, garden. Sl2S single $187.50
couple. Call e1·enings 843-6439.
3/11
NEf:llJrd ROOMMAn: to 1hareJ b<:droom house
on~ block cast of UNM. Female preferred. Ma~y
extras, 266-6686.
3112
BEAUTit"UL N.t:. 4•BilRM house. Needs male
roommate. Furnished With washer and dryer, 294·
0111.
3/22
UN~'URNISIIF.II APARTMENTS NEA.R UN·
M/TVl. SI6Stmo. plus electrlcily. Caii242-91S8 ot
242·7081.
3/12
3123
0\VNROOM FURNISHED SISO. 265-1680.
UNIQUE STOREfRONT/APARTMENT ncar
UNMIDowntown area, $190. 242-4777, 243·3447.
Schwartz.
3123
SHARP ONE BEIJROOM Apartment with fireplace;
1 lllock from campus, S22S plus utilities and D. D.
Available after lst.!910 OoldSE,293·5602.
3/12
ROOMMATE N•:t:DED-NICE 3 bedrQom house in
NE heights. One third rent and orte third utilities.
Large yard. Call Sill·7303.
3/23
tJOiJSEMATE WANTED, M or F 3 bdrm,. 2 bath,
washor, dryer, pool and fenced yard, ale, big kitchen,
good study environment. $133 plus one third utilities,
Carlisle and Grand, Olen 265-3825.
3/24

5. ForSale
WE .BO'f I)JS'fRIBlJTORS l'r<:Scriplion eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless, $54.50 regular $65.00, Pay l--ess Opticians,
5007 Menual N,E, across from LaBelles.
tfn
HANG GLIDER, llELMET, harness, for beginner
$600 (used). lnstruclion in~ludeiJ. 242-0145 after'
Spm.
3/12,
GAS RANGE LIKE new $1~0.00 298-0244.
lfll
NASHIKI WOMt:N'S J!l Speed. 21 . Inch, Mixte
frame. Very l!!lod condition. $85,242-0275 evenings,
3/12
RALEIGH COMPETITION RACING bicycle. 54cm
(21 in.), Reynolds 531DB frame, Campy hubs.
Exccllen!iightwelgh!.bike. $400, 242·0275 evenings.
3/12
COLli FEt;Ti WEIJDING ring set for sale. llrand
new. raid $1325.00, sacririceS?SO.oo. Call 292-2082.
3/12
1978 MAZDA GI,C, Deluxe, Automatic $2599, 873·
0471.
3122
ANTIQUF,; CJ.OTIIJNG COLLECTION, 19001940's. Annual sale, Friday and Saturday, March 12
and 13 from JI:OOa.m. unti16:00 p,m, Cnsh only, 419
Dallas N.E.
. 3/12
REI>UNE IIMX UICYCI.II $160.00, ss Works
ReplicaS speed Crusler .$400.00, Oitane 10 spec~, 21
Inch frame, 266-1457.
)/22
'68 ru;NAULT IHO. 35 mpg. Many new parts in·
eluding ster~o. Now $7~0. Will reduce $50 per week
until sold. 294.-3059, 345-1780.
3/n
n:N SPEED, WOMEN'S 26 inch, like new. $60.
881-6190.
3/23
ROll STt.WART TICKETS: no service clJarge.
S12.00 e~ch. 292'8843, after 6:30pm un(llmlqnighl.
3/12
Nl\W I,EATIIJ,;R MOTORCYCI,E ja~ket slze38 $80
or best offer. 271-4091,
3/11
DORM REFRIG~;RATOR, ONE cubic foot, used
one semester. $75 or best offer. 881-2312.
3'/ 12
\976 CIIEvt:TTE AT good radials 22 mpg city
$1100.00299-1263.
3/12
3/11
M'XRFI.ANGt:R $1%0.00 842-6011.

SPRING BREAK! SPRING
Spring Skiing ntl'ursatory!.

~

~

Photo Supplies
Photo Finishing
Discount Prices

UNMPhoto
Cine/Service
9-4:30 •1820 Las Lomas NE • 2n·5743

-

.

~-

. V2 PRIC.E

Magazines
from
EVERYTHING
Always
1f2 Price!

in Colorado!
3112

MEOJP

'/{}(/ Rl'MEM8£R THOSE. GOOD
OLD PRIGES ON CLOTHE'S 19

WE sriLL HAVE THEN.!

310-1 C£NTRAL,5E
25$-8330

10-:S:JO/riON•Ffll
10-4 ,t;!T

Back Issues • Collector's
. Comics • S.F. • Magazines •
Paperbacks • Collectors
RecorcJs

1f2 PRICE BOOKS!
Central At University
Phone: 842·0624

CROSSWORD PUZZLER I·
4 Female horse
5 Man's nickpensed

1 Barrel slat
B Slaughter
9--- Baba
10 Japanese

coin
11 Cask

17 Zeus's

21 Suffice
22 Falsehood
23 Weapons
271nsect

beloved
19 Italian river
22 Cover
24 Sun god

29 Concealed
30 Once more
31 Three-toed
sloth
32 Cushion
33 Stalemate
34 Tantalum
symbol

25 Small
amount
26 Ginger27 Cudgels
28 European

35 Attempts

37 Negative
38 Corded cloth
39 Deposits
40 Pose
44 transgressed
47 Gulped
51 Before
52 Call
53 Metal strand
54 Transgress
55 War god

56 Man's nick·
name
57 Make lace
DOWN

1 Agreement
2 sandarae
tree

3 Long step

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

name
6 Recom-

18 Rubbish
20 English river

41 Diphthong
42 Diplomacy

Enclosed Pleasefind S

lim~

S£lDNDHAND lLlJTHES
NEW~ USED
lor WOMEN, IACIJ 4 CHILDREN

15 Vehicle

Pcrsonull, t.ost & l'ound, Setvicci, .Housing, rot Sale, EHnploymcnt, travel, Miscellaneous,
Las Ntlh~tl\S

ON CAMPUS

TJlECATS

16 Mending

Please run the following ad under (tittle ortc)

ASA GALLERY SIX State Juried Photo Com·
petition (NM, CA. AZ, NY, TX, CO). $1000 awnrd,
$10 entry fee. Accepting work March 8-19. ASA
Gallet)'. llascment SUB, 277-2667.
3/12
WJLJ)I\RNESS W()RKSIIOP. MARCH 20th. Help
protectNM's last wildlands. 2:i6-08S6.
3/12

1897·1981

ter

Deadline 12:00 noon for next day's edition.
Open 8:00a.m. to5:00 p.m. Mon. thru Fti.
In Marron Hall Room 131 or by mail to
UNM Box 20, Alb. NM, 87131.
Rates: $.17 per word or $.11 per word per day
if ad is run five or more consecutive days.

9. Las Noticias

7. Travel

8 Barrel
12 Skill
13 Encourage
14 Toward shel-

Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising

CLASSIFIEDS DO THE; trick. Advertise in the Dally
Lobo.
3123

AI'PLIC.-\TIONS ARE NOW being taken for
positions at the Girl Scout Summer Camp in the
Jemct Mounlllins •. Ne_cded are: nurse, riding staff,
counsdors, handyman and kitchen aides, Call 243·
9581 for more Information.
3112
I'ART·TI~II\ JOII afternoons and e,-enlnss. Must be
21 years old. Apply in. person, no. phone calls pleale.
Saveway Liquor Stem at 5704 Lvtna$ Ne, 5516
MenauiNE.
3112
J.OOKI!'IIG FOR THREE peso~s to market
nutritional and ~kin care products part time and
inanag_e others call Katy 255-3378 or Arnold 898·
3TI~
3111
RESPONSIIII.& ATTENIJANT NEEI>EJ> for
female haudlcapped student. Dormitory room, board
plus ~111all stirend, Beginning after Spring Break,
Contact Honora Moore, 277-2968, 1-662-7408. 3/22
WANU:JJ: TRUCK HlR dump hau.l Saturday,
3111
Mardtl3. SIS.oo, 277·5441, 344-2618.

1 Dance step
4 Planet

(3 doors WIST o4 II noll OCUli)
L MAS AT WASHINGTON 21>5-IU6

8. Miscellaneous

Books • Magazines
• Records & Comics

6. Employment

ACROSS

Casey Optical Co.

SKIING IS .IlEA UTIFIJI. all'urgatcrY wltll 60 inches
midway. Great place to ~p~nd Spring break,
3/1 I
TUCSON: NEEil RIDERS. Leaving Sat~rday, 266·
!956, morning~.
3/12
STILL SOMIC SPACES left! Spring break taft trip.
Get sorne s~n and have some fun, Big Bentl National
Par~. All food transportation equipment from
AI\J~q. $275.00 Bob345-4032 883-1459.
3/12

country

29 Possesses
30 River Island
32 Mortars'
mates

33 Small child
36 Pronoun
37 Dolt
38 Most unusual
40 Barges
411nterjection

43 Man's nickname

44 Paradise
45 Silkworm
46 Depression
47 Resort
48 Armed con.. filet

49 Mature
50 Time period

